Global Security and Great Power Relations

RESOURCES:

**Carnegie New Leaders**

Enrichment opportunities for the next generation of leaders focused on ethics and business, foreign policy and economic development.

**Diversity in National Security**

An organization to improve diversity in national security.

**The Foreign Policy Project**

International relations career mentorship.

**Gender Champions in Nuclear Policy (GCNP)**

An organization working towards gender equity in the nuclear policy space.

**Girl Security**

An organization bringing national security education to high school girl, including through mentorship.

**Institute for Nuclear Material Management**

A mentorship program for technical issues in nuclear issues.

**Inclusive Security**

We envision a secure world in which policymakers turn not only to men, but also to women and civil society groups to prevent violent conflict and ensure just and lasting peace.

**Leadership Council for Women in National Security (LCWINS)**

An organization improving women’s representation in national security issues.

**NatSecGirlSquad (NSGS)**

An organization for women in national security.

**Nuclear Fusion Project (NFP)**

An organization providing nuclear mentorship, networking, and publication for new voices in the field.

**Nuclear Wakeup Call Women's Initiative**

A global online mentorship program for “women transforming our nuclear legacy.”

**Organizations in Solidarity**

A collection of organizations to provide solidarity to POC; in partnership with WCAPS.

**Out in National Security**

An organization for LGBTQ+ in national security.

**People of Color Also Know Stuff**

A pipeline for POC experts in political science issues.

**Shecurity**

A conference series on getting more women involved in security issues.
**The Sphere**
A platform to help bridge the gap between university and finding a career for political science students.

**Truman National Security Project**
A nationwide membership of diverse leaders inspired to serve in the aftermath of 9/11 and committed to shaping and advocating for tough, smart national security solutions.

**UN Women and UNV Young Women Leaders Initiative**
Professional opportunities for emerging young women leaders.

**US Women in Nuclear (US WIN)**
Professional organization of women working in nuclear issues in the US.

**Vienna Center for Disarmament and Non-proliferation (VCDNP) Mentorship Programme for young women in Non-proliferation and disarmament**
A mentorship programme to engage young women in the field of non-proliferation, arms control and disarmament.

**Women Also Know Stuff**
Pipeline for women experts in political science.

**Women in Defense (WID)**
Provides career development programing for women in defense.

**Women in International Security (WIIS)**
A professional organization for women in security.

**Women in Nuclear (WiN)**
An organization for women in nuclear energy.

**Women of Color Advancing Peace & Security (WCAPS)**
An organization of women of color working in peace and security.

**Women of Color Advancing Peace & Security (WCAPS), Pipeline of Experience**
A pipeline of WCAPS expert members on various topics.

**Young Professionals in Foreign Policy (YPFP)**
An organization for young professionals working in foreign policy.

---

**Middlebury College**

Center for Careers and Internships